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A large amount of people in
the sports world had December 15th circled on their
calendar. December 15th
was a culmination of
month's hard work and dedication for some schools.
Years of hard work and
dedication for some players.
What happened on December 15th you ask? December 15th was National Signing Day. The day where
high school graduate student /athletes make their
choice of what school and
football program they will
be attending next. Much
like an expecting couple's
gender reveal, players revealing what school they
have chosen has become
quite the spectacle. The usual display has the player
standing at a podium
with individual hats showing the logo of the school
that has offered them a
scholarship. Some students
can have up to 19 suitors.
Typically surrounded by
family and friends and possibly a few members of the
media, the student builds
the suspense of the crowd
by trying on every hat only
to toss it aside at the last
minute. Finally the student

makes his selection and the
joyous celebration begins. It
really is a remarkable moment for the students and
their families. Not only do
they get to continue playing
a game they love, but most
importantly they get a college education.
While these newly minted
college athletes come from
all over the country. There
is no shortage of talent right
in our own backyard. Here
is some of our homegrown
talent and where they are
headed in the next step in
their journey:
Enai White
Imhotep Institute
Elias White is the highest
rated recruit in the state of
Pennsylvania according to
recruiting site 24/7 Sports.
The 6'5 230 pound pass
rusher is rated as a 4 star
athlete and has committed
to Texas A&M. White had
offers from power house
football programs such as
Alabama and Georgia as
well. On the field White
shows tremendous speed
and athleticism. With an
improving technique and
pass rush moves, the sky is
the limit for Enai White.
.
Keenan Nelson Jr.
St. Joseph's Prep
Keenan Nelson is a 6'1 200

pound defensive back prospect, ranked number 7 in
the state. Watching Nelson
line up against other players, the first thing that stood
out was how big he was.
Not necessarily height, but
weight. Keenan Nelson has
the muscle definition and
mass of a grown man already. It isn't hard to see
why scouts have him rated
as a 4 star athlete. Keenan
Nelson is committed to
South Carolina.

first team selection. During
his senior season, Ken Talley posted 95 tackles, 20
tackles for loss, 12 sacks
and 2 forced fumbles earning him season MVP honors. Ken Talley is rated as a
4 star prospect, number 10
in the state of Pennsylvania
and the number 16 pass
rusher in the nation.

Keon Wylie
Imhotep Institute
Joining Talley playing linebacker for Penn State is
Anthony Johnson
Keon Wylie. The 6'2 200
Neumann Goretti
pound Imhotep grad was a 3
The 6'1 245 pound 4 star
year team captain and 2
ranked Anthony Johnson
time team MVP. Wylie led
played Linebacker for the
his team as a senior with 9
Saints and helped them to a sacks. On tape Wylie shows
12-2 record and a run into
great pass rushing ability to
the state semi finals. John- go along with the athletison is rated as the eighth
cism to be a stand up linebest prospect in the state
backer. Keon Wylie is
and tenth overall at his posi- ranked as a 3 star athlete
tion nationally. Johnson
and the number 14 player in
chose to commit to Rutgers the state.
over offers from Oregon,
Alabama and Auburn.
Raleigh Collins III
Ken Talley - Northeast HS Neumann Goretti
Ken Talley will follow a
At Neumann Goretti the 6'3
long line of high level line- 205 pound Raleigh Collins
backers with his commitplayed defensive back. With
ment to Penn State. With a his commitment to West
6'3 230 pound frame and
Virginia, the plan is to have
relentless energy on the
him play some linebacker.
field, Ken Talley could be West Virginia runs a multithe next name you hear
ple defense that values hywhen great Penn State debrid type players. With the
fenders come up. Talley is a hard hitting mentality of a
two time All-Public League linebacker and the skills of

a defensive back, Collins
should fit right in. Raleigh
Collins is rated as a 3 star
athlete and the number 15
prospect in the state of
Pennsylvania.
Emir Stinette
Imhotep Institute
According to Imhotp Head
Coach Devon Johnson, the
6'5 380 pound Emir Stinette
is the biggest to ever come
through Imhotep. Stinette also seems to be one
of those rare players that
move well at that size as
well. After helping his team
go 11-2 and make a championship appearance in his
senior season, Emir Stinette garnered offers from
Arizona State, Cincinnati,
Maryland and Tennessee.
Ultimately Stinette chose
Rutgers. Emir Stinette is
rated as a 3 star athlete and
the number 27 prospect in
the state.
There are a ton of other local players headed off to
their new challenges, too
many to name. But a big
congratulations is in order
to all the players and their
families who now embark
on the next step in their
journey.

media.
Find a mentor in your
Know and Increase Credit field -. Mentor gives advice
score - Knowing your credit and guidance that helps you
figure out what you want,
score lets you know what
and most importantly how
you can do/ cant do when
your asking to borrow mon- to achieve it.
ey. The higher the credit
In summary, you have to
score, the less creditors
take the time to plan out
charge to borrow from
your goals and really follow
By R. S. Broker
them.
through with them. It
sounds very simple to do,
We are in the new year, setting goals and dreams we
Pay off / Pay down credit but in reality its so difficult
to accomplish because “life”
will love to accomplish.
cards – The ability to pay
always throws us a curveHowever, it seems that it
your debts shows that you
takes about 3 months to fall are responsible and is trustoff track and not follow up ed by the lender that you
on the goals that we set.
will pay them back.
Lets keep the goals that we
set for ourselves in the year Open a Roth IRA ( or a
2022, and make this our
Traditional IRA) – If you
best year ever. Here are
have a 9-5, start an IRA.
some things I would like to But if you already contribstart to do or continue to do ute to one, get a Roth IRA.
for the new year Twenty
There’s a difference, and
Twenty Two. Take some
they are moves you can
time to read through, and
make with Roth IRAs that
maybe some of these ideas you can’t do with traditional
may work for you.
IRAs.
Get cryptos and learn the
functions of them – Cryptocurrency is way more than
just money. There are applications and functions of this
new asset class. From NFTs
Volunteer and/or Donate - to Staking to Cold Wallets,
Trust me, it works. Karma is it’s the future.
real. Good energy equals
good results. Also, not that I Buy a property/ get in polook for anything in return, sition to buy some land –
but God always seem to
can’t ever lose with land.
bless me different ways
It’s the easiest way to gain
when I donate or volunteer wealth in my opinion.
for a good cause.
Stay Prayed up – talk to
God, and be the best you
can be. Praying works, ask
Grandma.

Get a Message/Chalk
board - A goal isn’t a goal
unless you write it down,
and its looked at every day.
Out of mind equals out of
site, and that doesn’t only
apply to marketing/social

Have a conversation with
a Financial Advisor/
Planner - Financial Advisor
helps with a range of financial services. Financial Planner helps with a
create budget, long/short
term strategies, etc.

ball. Pray, believe in yourself, and work hard. You got
this. If you want to invest,
please talk to your local
bank or a financial advisor.
Whether your 20 or 60, a
new transfer of wealth is
upon the horizon. This isn’t
just the USA going through
a change. The whole world
is... It won’t be easy, but
you never know until to try.
Oh, and don’t forget to follow me on IG or YouTube
at @TheGetMoneyShow.

Believe in yourself, believe
in your dreams, and always
remember money a’int just
green. We are not financial
advisors or giving out financial recommendations. Link
to invest in cryptocurrency coinbase.com/join/
saunde_qw3?src=androidlink

Hours:
Monday: Closed
Tues to Thurs: 12pm-9pm
Friday to Saturday: 12pm-10pm
Sunday: 12pm-7pm.
Address
8010 Ogontz Ave,
Philadelphia, PA 19150
Phone
215-276-0657

Burgers & Sandwiches
(Lettuce, tomato, onion, pickles, and American
cheese.)

Beef BurgerBacon BurgerTurkey BurgerPulled Pork
Pulled Pork w/Cole Slaw
BBQ Pork Rib

$5.50
$6.50
$5.50
$7.00
$8.00
$11.25

BBQ
BBQ Pork Ribs Platter-

$15.00 (1/2 )
$26.00 (Slab)
BBQ Beef Ribs Platter$17.50 (1/2)
$28.50 (Slab)
BBQ Chicken Platter$8.00 (1/2)
$16.00 (Whole)
Jerk Chicken Platter$8.00 (1/2)
$16.00 (Whole)
Fried Chicken Platter$8.00 (1/2)
$16.00 (Whole)
BBQ, Jerk, or Fried Wing $1.35

Platters
BBQ Pork RibsPulled PorkBBQ Beef RibsBBQ ChickenJerk ChickenFried Chicken-

$15.00
$13.00
$16.00
$13.50
$13.50
$13.50

Chicken WingsBBQ Pork Ribs
& ChickenBBQ Beef Ribs
& ChickenTurkey Wing-

$11.25
$19.50
$21.50
$11.25

Fresh Fish Sandwich(Whiting, Catfish, Swai)
Fresh Fish PlatterWhiting
Catfish
Swai
Grilled Salmon
Shrimp PlatterFish and
Shrimp Combo PlatterWhiting
Catfish/Swai
6 Crab Balls
w/Fries

Apple CobblerPeach CobblerAssorted Cakes-

$3.50
$3.25
$3.25

Signature Sides & Sides

Seafood
Shrimp-

Desserts

$21.00 (12)
$10.50 (6)
$9.50

$13.50
$14.50
$14.50
$15.50
$24.00 (12)
$15.50 (6)

$25.00
$26.00
$10.00
$12.00

Crab Cake Platter (2 Cakes) $21.00

Potato Salad- $3.5
Cabbage- $3.5
Collard Greens- $3.5
Candied Yams- $3.5
Mac & Cheese- $4.75
String Beans- $3.5
Baked Beans- $3.5
Coleslaw- $3
Mac & Tuna- $3.5
Seafood Salad- $3.5
Corn on the Cob- $2
French Fries- $2
Sweet Potato Fries- $2
Extra Corn Muffin- $0.75

ment pushed by the chairperson of the House Health
Committee, where the legislation had been referred in
the past.
Even if the bill advances
without an amendment, an
attempt could be made to
alter the legislation on the
House floor. If successful, it
could doom the issue for
another session, as Wolf
vetoed a bill with the antichoice provisions in 2020.
But more legislators recognize the importance of telemedicine and there is a
growing hope the divisive
issue of abortion can be put
aside so Pennsylvanians can
access and afford the health
care services they need.
The third issue showing
positive signs of movement
Pennsylvania State Capitol Building. (Capital-Star photo by Cassie Miller.)
in the General Assembly
would address the alarming
lack of retirement savings
By Ray Landis,
same day, and was sent to
increased dramatically dur- among Pennsylvanians, an
Pennsylvania Capital-Star
the Gov. Tom Wolf, who
ing the pandemic, but Penn- issue I previously dissigned the bill into law on
sylvania is one of only sev- cussed in a March 2020 colThere wasn’t been a lot to
Dec. 22.
en states that does not adumn for the Capital-Star.
cheer about in the Pennsyldress how health insurance
vania General Assembly in Rural areas have pleaded
should cover tele-health.
A number of states have
2021. And I have certainly for action to increase broad- There have been attempts to enacted state-sponsored priexpressed my grumpiness
band capabilities in hard-to- address this over the past
vate sector retirement savabout the priorities of those serve locations for years.
few years, but antiings programs to allow indiwho set the legislative agen- But the General Assembly reproductive choice advoviduals who do not have
da in the Commonwealth.
was finally spurred to action cates have hijacked legisla- access to an employerto improve internet access
tion in an attempt to prohib- sponsored program to save
as
the
impact
of
the
COVID
it physicians from prescrib- for retirement through
But last year did see the ad-19
pandemic
increased
the
ing abortion medication
vancement of three pieces
paycheck deductions. These
number of people working through a telemedicine visit. programs are beginning to
of progressive legislation
from home and children utidesigned to improve the
show positive results as
lives of many Pennsylvani- lizing remote learning.
The state Senate approved small businesses and emans. Making this even more
legislation, by a 46-4 vote
ployees have embraced
miraculous is the fact these Another group that will
in October, which would set them.
issues are being advanced
benefit from improved
standards for insurance covon a bi-partisan basis.
broadband access are older erage of telemedicine. This Former Democratic state
Pennsylvanians. Isolation is is the third session in a row Treasurer Joe Torsella conThe issue which has taken a growing concern for sen- similar legislation has been vened a Retirement Security
the biggest step forward is iors and as this video from overwhelmingly passed by Task Force which produced
the Senate.
the establishment of a Penn- Age-Friendly Pittsburgh
a report recommending the
sylvania Broadband Devel- demonstrates, digital access
establishment of retirement
is a way to address this.
opment Authority. The
But what is different this
savings program for PennHouse unanimously apyear is the legislation has
sylvanians.
proved the bill on Dec. 13. Social isolation is not the
been referred to the House
It unanimously cleared the only issue better broadband Insurance Committee,
Current state Treasurer Stastate Senate on Dec. 15;
service can address.
where the bill has a better
cy Garrity, a Republican,
went back to the House for
chance of avoiding the poi- has continued the Treasura concurrence vote on the
son pill anti-choice amend- er’s Office advocacy for
The use of tele-health has

what would be called the
Keystone Saves program.
In mid-December, Garrity held a press conference
with a group of advocates and the House sponsors of a bill to establish
Keystone Saves, Republican
Representative Tracy Pennycuick and Democratic
Representative Mike Driscoll. Each speaker touted
the benefits of a retirement
savings program to all
Pennsylvanians, both individuals and businesses
There are many legislative
hurdles before a Keystone
Saves program could be established. But there are few
issues today where elected
officials from both political
parties have shown a willingness to collaborate to
create a new program,
which could lead to a breakthrough in 2022.
Too many of our elected
officials in Harrisburg have
spent 2021 focused on making things more difficult for
Pennsylvanians – making it
more difficult to vote, making it more difficult to stay
healthy, making it more difficult to tell fact from fiction. It is easy to be pessimistic as we move into what
will be a contentious election year.
A new year can bring new
hope. And with these three
issues, there are reasons for
Pennsylvanians to be optimistic about 2022.
Opinion contributor Ray E.
Landis writes about the issues that matter to older
Pennsylvanians. His work
appears biweekly on the
Capital-Star’s Commentary
Page. Readers may follow
him on Twitter @RELandis.

in the first four days of
2022, the same amount
compared to this time last
year.

Outlaw said that includes
working more with federal
officials, and now reassigning officers from specialized units to provide what
Outlaw said Wednesday
she refers to as a “force
that the force learned many multiplier” to have more
lessons in 2021.
cops on the streets in high“One of the things that I
crime areas.
learned very early on is that
we have to be willing to
“There are too many people
By Tom McDonald , WHYY ically amongst our nonfatal shootings need to im- adapt. We have to be agile that have made pleas sayAfter 562 people were mur- prove, our homicide rates
and we have to be willing
ing, ‘Look, I want to feel
dered in the city in 2021,
to
be
introspective
and
look
safe. I don’t feel safe. I’ve
need to improve as well,
Philadelphia
at
whatever
our
original
lost my child. I’ve been
but if we can get ahead of
Police Com- our non-fatal shootings, we plan was, where we need to here my entire life and I’m
missioner Danielle Outlaw know that we will do every- make tweaks, reorganize
ready to leave.’ Nobody
vows to bring that number thing that we can in our
and restructure if need be,” wants to hear that. Nobody
down this year. During the power to deter the execushe said. “We know that
wants to hear that. So, the
city’s weekly gun violence tion of homicides,” said
there are some things that
time is now for us to not
briefing, she said the deworked really well, and
only step up our game, but
Outlaw.
partment is establishing a
those are the things where I again reaffirm that there is
Violence in the city has
non-fatal shooting unit in
say we’re going to redouble a sense of urgency behind
shown no sign of slowing
order to curb violence.
this,” Outlaw continued.
due to the calendar change. our efforts.”
“Our clearance rates specif- There were seven murders
Deputy Commissioner Joel
Dales said there are three
main causes for the homicide rate: arguments, drugs,
and domestic violence.
Mayor Jim Kenney said the
combination of poverty and
easy accessibility of guns is
driving the problem.
“This is a state — and I’ve
said it before — we can get
a gun faster than a driver’s
license,” said Kenney, who
says it’s too easy for residents to buy and then resell
guns illegally in Pennsylvania. “That’s the reason why
disputes turn into killings
as opposed to fistfights.”
Commissioner Outlaw said,
“The current levels of violence in the city cannot ever
be deemed or accepted as
normal.”
“For myself and our department, there is no single issue that is of more importance,” she said.
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Pam Rich-Wheeler (right) at an event for The Business Center. (Courtesy of the Business Center)

lots of opportunity coming
down the pike. Talk about
what’s in the future for
The Business Center is a
small businesses and how
nonprofit that works to edu- they can get involved with
cate and strengthen small
the new infrastructure bill.
businesses in the Northwest
section of Philadelphia.
The new infrastructure bill
During the pandemic, the
brings lots of opportunities
group helped small Black
in public transit, child care,
and brown-owned business- electric vehicles, and just
es navigate government
with building. All these arefunding options, retool, and as will be creating jobs, as
prepare for what’s
well as contracts, for those
next. This week, the organi- entrepreneurs that are ready
zation is hoping to educate to receive them. We are alsmall businesses on oppor- ready collecting the information from our public offitunities present by the Biden
cials, such as Senator Street.
Administration’s Build
His office is seeing the conBack Better Plan.
tracts that are available, so
Pam Rich-Wheeler, execuwe’re planning on doing a
tive director of The Busiworkshop around that and
ness Center, sat down with
then coaching specific busiWHYY host Cherri Gregg
nesses on how to fill out the
to discuss the organization’s
paperwork, where to go,
upcoming event, “Best
who they need to contact in
Practices in Action: Where
order to pursue these condo we go from here?”
tract opportunities. In addition, we are educating people on exactly where we are
We spoke during the panwith this bill and what does
demic and it got real for a
lot of small businesses. You it mean? How are we building a better future with the
guys were helping them
opportunities that are comnavigate pandemic relief
ing out of it.
funding, and now there’s
By Cherri Gregg, WHYY

So as you know, Cherri, we
have our event on Friday,
which is, “Where do we go
from here?: Opportunities
for Women and People of
Color in the Structural Design and Mobility Industries. So that will be the first
step. We’re also excited
about our panel [this Friday], which will be consist
of Derrick Pitts, chief astronomer from the Franklin
Institute; Dr. Eugene Richardson, a Tuskegee Airmen;
and last but not least,
Necholas Noel, who is a
CEO and structural engineer
with his company,
MiFECC.
One of the things you all
have been working on is
creating a manufacturing
facility that can help small
businesses. Tell us what
you’re working on. What
the status of that effort is?

neurship side, but also on
the workforce development
side. And we want to make
sure that women and people
of color are represented. We
will be offering product development, we’ll have a lab
and they’ll be able to work
on prototypes. We’ll be educating them and taking them
through an accelerator, so if
they specifically need financing in the form of loans
or equity, they’ll be able to
secure that and be fully capitalized. So we’re not talking about microloans here.
We’re talking about over or
in the range of $250,000 to
$500,000 and possibly larger than that.

That’s a huge help because
access to capital was a huge
obstacle to a lot of these
small businesses. What was
a big lesson that you think
your organization learned
having dealt with businesses
So we’ve completed our
programming research and during the pandemic? And
how have you guys shifted
we’re getting ready to put
out an RFP [request for pro- so that people are poised
posals]. Our goal is to have and ready to take on these
it open this time next year. new opportunities that are
So we’ll have programming coming down the line?
not only on the entrepre-

First and foremost, we have
been able to uncover just
how many people were
ready to receive the opportunity with the PPP loans
and the Ida [disaster relief]
loans that were based on
their bookkeeping or their
tax information. Because
many of these opportunities,
and even grants at the city
level and the state level, required that you have your
paperwork in order. So
we’ve added a consultant
that has been assisting people in those areas.
As we wrap up, where can
people that want to engage
and want to participate in
this week’s celebrations…?
Because a lot of people have
been doing some great
things and innovating during a really tough time.
First, I want to say, Cherri,
thanks for having me on.
This Friday, it is a virtual
event. I want to emphasize
that. We will be creating the
opportunity for you to network and you will get educated as we share on this
particular topic while celebrating entrepreneurs.
–
Pam Rich-Wheeler is executive director of the Business
Center. The group provides
support for hundreds of
small businesses in the region. To find out more
about the “Best Practices in
Action” event this coming
Friday, go to thebizctr.com.

around 19 or so; he came up
with the idea to host Urban
X-pressions Live from the
Cheltenham Mall. I went
in, and after a long process,
we got the green light to
host live from the Cheltenham Mall. People came out
in droves. Roc Star P is instrumental in pushing me to
social media; he created my
first MySpace account. Who would have
thought, from that one push,
I would become a Social
Media Strategist for multimillion dollar corporations. I thank God for putting Roc Star P and his dope
family in my life. Urban Xpressions for Life, he gets
his flowers now!

Urban X-pressions?

shows, celebrity interviews,
events, showcases, and
Roc Star P: When I was 14, more.
a freshman in High school,
my childhood friend Bryan Shelly Shell: Who are some
"DJ Young Legend, and I
of the artists that you've inused to watch Urban Xterviewed?
pressions every Saturday,
Roc Star P: My first interlike everybody else in
view was with MC Lyte,
school.
and I recently hosted Heat
And they advertised for in- 100's anniversary event with
terns for Club UX, the teen a performance by MC Lyte.
club, and we both called. He After MC Lyte, I did many
got through, and I didn't. I
more like Tichina Arnold,
ended up going with him to Regina King, State Properhis first meeting and letting ty, The LOX, Pretty Ricky,
them know what I could
Gillie Da King, E Ness,
bring to the table. I showed Tone Trump, and more…
them how I could create a
website for Club UX, and of Shelly Shell: What was one
of the best or worse memocourse, Shelly Shell was
impressed. The rest is histo- ries of being a host on UrThe team, Roc Star P, Suban X-pressions?
ry; I became part of the
zann Christine, and I are
Club UX team, VIP Young
working on a major collabo- Boyz and Girls, along with Roc Star P: I met and interration beginning March
viewed many celebrities,
Ferno, Jade Alston, Lisa,
2022. Urban X-pressions is Ivory, Nana, Britney, Sir,
but none made me starteaming up with MusiFranky J, and so many more struck like when I met BecArtistUniversity.com to
yonce’. It was Destiny
to name.
create an Intensive Music
Child's last tour together,
Artist
Program,
educating
and Shelly Shell and I were
Club
UX
on
G
&
Erie,
creer. He was instrumental in
artists
on
the
Business
of
selected to go to the private
ated by Shelly Shell, and
By Shelly Shell Williams
creating the online presence
Music and EntertainKeith from up da block and VIP room. We walked
for Club UX, Urban Xment. Spots are limited, so hosted by the teens, myself, through the door, and before
pressions’ teen club.
Roc Star P, Uptown, Born
if interested, go to Musiwe could look and see who
Jade Alston, and Ferno.
and raised, an alum of UrRoc Star P and I worked
cArtistUniversity.com to get Every Friday, teens would was in the room, all you
ban X-pressions, the longest side by side through the
on the list.
be lined up down the street; heard was, "omg, you are so
-running video show in the years on several massive
it was over 900 teens every cute," and it was Beyonce’
Delaware Valley. A Young projects. The Cheltenham
week in the laser tag room talking to me. You couldn't
Mogul is a proper reference Mall was one of his favorite Shelly Shell: From growing of the Philly Fun Factory.
tell me anything after that
up in Uptown, how and
for Roc Star P; from age a
spots to hang out when he
day. I called and texted eveAfter Club UX, I hosted
when did you begin with
teen, he was a change mak- was growing up, and at

rybody I knew after that. I
also believe that RocStar P
was officially born because
if Beyonce' noticing you out
of everybody doesn't give
you confidence; nothing
will!!!
Shelly Shell: Where you
ever asked as a child what
you wanted to be when you
grew up?

made me think and move
differently. Now it's not just
about making decisions that
I can live with but is it
something I can explain to
my son if he asks. Being a
dad makes me think twice.

also from Uptown. I was the
first person to have interviews on their DVD, and
after that, others followed. I
left a lot of blueprints on
MIAMI DVD that other
people copied after, but it
feels good to be able to set
trends. I did MIAMI Volumes 1 & 2, and both received DVD of the year
nominations. Purchasing
one of Philly's most prominent websites in Philly hip
hop, AllFlamerz.com AllFlamerz helped launch
Philly artists like Tierra
Whack, Shawn Smith, Yazz
The Greatest, and more…

Shelly Shell: What is your
greatest achievement? What
do you still want to achieve?
Roc Star P: Being able to
brand me outside of TV.
Roc Star P: Yeah. In eleSome people who have nevmentary school (Ellwood), er watched UX know me
we had to say what we
and support me; they see me
wanted to be when we got
from all the work I've been
older so they could andoing through the years.
nounce it with our name at From hosting events to takgraduation. And when it got ing over Allflamerz, creatto me, they announced,
ing experiences, and so
Shelly Shell: Describe Roc
"Wants to be a CEO of his much more.
Star P and what he offers
own record company" I got
the world?
a standing ovation. It wasn't Shelly Shell: What words
Roc Star P: MEMORIES.
every day they heard a 10- or phrases do you live by? I'm really big on that. I beyear-old wanting to be.
lieve I'm popular because of
CEO of anything.
Roc Star P: "To get some- the memories I bring to
thing you never had, you
them. I GIVE PEOPLE
Shelly Shell: Tell me about have to do something you
SOMETHING TO REfatherhood. Would you
never did." ~Thomas Jeffer- MEMBER from TV, hostwant your son to have the
son
ing clubs, producing shows
same types of experiences
"My ideas are bigger then
at schools, and DVDs. I'm
of having a TV show to be a my bank account" -RocStar human. I know all memories
part of?
P
won't be great, but I'm good
with that as long as the good
Roc Star P: Of course. I
outways the bad by a large
had a ball and learned a lot ShellyShell: Tell us about margin.
about this business and my- some of your milestone
self. I would feel selfish if I achievements?
Shelly Shell: What are your
deprived my son of someRoc Star P: Being the host plans for 2022?
thing I loved doing growing four years straight of the
up if he wanted to do. And Philadelphia Hip Hop
Roc Star P: Make sure you
fatherhood definitely
Awards alongside my part- log in to AllFlamerz.com
changed me as a man. It
ner in crime, Stormy Pea,
starting 2022. I’m bringing

it back better than ever.
gram and visit AllFlamMore shows. This last year I erz.com for interviews and
hosted shows for MC Lyte, more.
State Property, Rocky, Tsu
Surf, and most definitely
gonna keep it going.
Follow @rocstarp on Insta-

the hard to employ by building and restoring value and
character to a forgotten people. We believe by doing
this; we can contribute to
the reduction of recidivism
in the city of Philadelphia.
Shelly Shell: During the
pandemic, you began during
one of the most challenging
times. Were you concerned?
The Bucks: We had no idea
that the pandemic would be
lasting this long. We had a
concern, but we moved forward as an act of faith because we wanted to start
something to employ returning citizens, disabled veterans, and teenagers in the
area.
Shelly Shell: Describe the
process of looking for a location?

By Shelly Shell Williams
Suppose you’re looking for
some southern-style home
cooking; Southern Flames
BBQ is cooking you some
of the best southern food
from Port Gibson, Mississippi. Southern Flames
BBQ is owned by the Buck
family. I met the Bucks
when they provided food for
the customer appreciation
day at the Grocery Outlet.
Germantown Ave was buzzing about this delicious food
served outside of the supermarket. The food was so
good, one of my friends
called her husband and said,
you got to get down here
and try this food; she couldn’t stop talking about the
baked beans. About 20
minutes later, he was in line
to get a taste of Southern
Flames BBQ.

available for about six people.
Shelly Shell: Who are the
Bucks?
The Bucks: Thank You,
Shelly Shell, for the question. My wife and I moved
from Waldorf, Maryland, to
Philadelphia, Pa back in
2010, along with our 2yr old
son James H. Buck, III at
the time. Jennifer, my wife,
is from Virginia, and I am
from Port Gibson, Mississippi. We met in the Washington DC area.
Shelly Shell: When did you
open Southern Flames
BBQ?

The Bucks: We started
Southern Flames BBQ as a
project for my dissertation
proposal at Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School.
The title of my dissertation
Southern Flames BBQ is
was “The Reduction of Relocated at 8221 Germantown Avenue, Philadelphia, cidivism of African AmeriPa. 19118, right behind the cans Through A Community Based Program.” We
Chestnut Hill Hotel in the
started back in
Fairway Market. It is primarily a take-out type res- 2019. Employing and
changing the dynamics of
taurant, with some seating

The Bucks: We first began
selling BBQ on the corner
of where we live, and after a
while, word got to some of
the locals in Chestnut Hill.
We began to see a few people come from the Chestnut
Hill area to try our food. It
shocked them that we were
on the corner selling at the
beginning because of how
people look at the food being sold from the corners in
the city. However, we had
all of our required documents to operate, and then
when we began to tell people our story of why we
wanted to open, it became
interesting, and the word
began to spread. One of the
Chestnut Hill Business Association owners made a
few visits, and he invited us
to come and take a look at a
location in the area. After
praying about it and speaking with our attorney, we
finally decided to extend
our business.
Southern Flames BBQ originated in the Philadelphia,
Pa area, and it was birthed,
tested, and invested in the
local community of Mt.
Airy. We’d met with the
family that once owned The
Rib Crib to get an idea of

the local market in this sec- are not limited to the foltion of town. After receiving lowing:
the blessing from Ms. Kim• Hickory smoked
berly Gray and her support
ribs, chicken, brisket,
for what we are looking to
and wings. We also have
do, we launched from our
freshly made pulled
corner to our current locapork.
tion.
•
• Southern Deep fried
Shelly Shell: Tell us about
fish (whiting), sides,
your cooking journey; when
desserts, and more.
did you know you could
•
cook?
The Bucks: My cooking
journey began at the age of Shelly Shell: From Southern Baptist Preaching to be10yrs old. My parents
ing the owner of Southern
taught us how to cook at a
Flames BBQ, what inspired
very early age. It was the
the transition?
southern way. My mother
The Bucks: I am still Pasalso instilled in me that I
will not part my lips to say toring in the city. I am curthat a woman is supposed to rently the senior pastor of
cook. She made sure that I Grace Baptist Church of
could equally contribute in Germantown. What inspired
the kitchen as well. My first this project is that I strongly
meal was fried chicken, rice believe in feeding the peoand gravy, cornbread, sweet ple, and I believe that most
churches in the north tend to
potatoes, and lemon tea. I
can cook that with my eyes take for granted the power
of food and fellowship. So,
closed. It was both my
at Southern Flames, we
grandmothers who taught
me how to bake. All of the adopted the mantra of “The
recipes we use are from my Taste Of A Second
grandmother and my moth- Chance.” Making it clear
that we all need second
er. My dad and my uncles
chances in life.
taught me how to BBQ.
They BBQ for several holiShelly Shell: What makes
day events, and we would
Southern Flames BBQ a
also BBQ at the local
tremendous experience for
HBCU. games.
dinners?
Shelly Shell: Southern
Flames is a family business; The Bucks: What makes
who cooks? What are your Southern Flames BBQ a
tremendous experience is
specialties?
that we provide food and
The Bucks: We like to call service with a smile. The
Southern Flames a commu- seasonings in our food are
nity response. Though it is a the love that we seek to
business, we employ two of share and the story we seek
to tell about the rich history
my next-door neighbors,
and we hired a manager by of BBQ from the south. It is
the name of Raylea Harris. I the TOTS (Taste Of The
guess you could say it has a South). The Taste Of a Second Chance.
family resemblance. I do
most of the prepping for the
early morning, and my wife Shelly Shell: How can cusalso comes in on the week- tomers find out more about
end and works on her days you?
The Bucks: Our phone numoff from work. My kids
ber is 215-621-7919. Our
even help out at times bewebsite is southerncause they like to serve
food. Ms. Harris being our flamesbbq.menufy.com.
manager, handles the day-to
-day operations.
Our specialties include but

